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I. INTRODUCTION 
There has recently been a great deal of interest in the field of functional 
differential equations of the neutral type. These are differential equations in 
which the present dynamics of the system are influenced by its past behavior. 
Such systems have been studied in connection with feedback control systems, 
collision problems in electrodynamics [3] and computer technology where 
transmission times between various circuits cannot be ignored [2]. One of the 
problems basic to the analysis of such systems is the selection of an appropriate 
space for solutions. This problem was pointed out by Driver [4]. Hale and 
Meyer [6] introduced a class of equations of neutral type which can be analyzed 
in the space of continuous functions. When nonlinearities appear in the depend- 
ence upon the derivative of the system, the space of continuous functions 
is no longer adequate. When the nonlinearities in the derivative are not 
even bounded linearly, then one is forced to speak of functions having 
essentially bounded derivatives. We will be concerned here with problems 
of this type. 
In Section II we generate the bounded wr*-topology on the collection of 
absolutely continuous functions with essentially bounded derivatives. 
Section III gives an application to a class of nonlinear neutral functional 
differential equations due to Driver [4]. 
II. THE BOUNDED We*-TOPOLOGY ON THE SPACE W$ 
Our basic space of functions will be Wz’([-r, 01, P), the space of absolute- 
ly continuous functions defined on the interval [--Y, 01, having values in 
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Euclidean n-space, and having essentially bounded derivatives. The natural 
norm in WE’ is /j x 11;4_7,0, = [ x(--r)I + ess supsG[-T,ol 1&(a)!. In the applica- 
tions it turns out that this norm is too strong to obtain adequate continuous 
dependence theorems. Thus the search for a new topology. To motivate this 
new topology we give an elementary example: 
For any a > 0 the unique solution on [0, a] can easily be calculated in a 
step-by-step manner. Furthermore, if X(T) is a solution and we define 
X$(T) by X,(T)(~) = x(~)(t + S) for 0 E [-r, 0] then x$(r) E IVg)([--r, 01, 8”) 
for t E [O, a]. It is natural to ask if the solution depends continuously upon T. 
This has physical importance since in any mathematical model the lags are 
uncertain. To talk about continuity of solutions we must define a topology 
on IV:) our basic space of solutions. There are many choices available and the 
trick is to pick one which gives solutions the best possible structure. 
Take a sequence of numbers Tk E (6, r] such that TV -+ 7 as k -+ co. Let 
X(Q) be the unique solution of (2.1) with r replaced by Q. It is easily seen 
that II 4~~) - 47)/i;“_T,al ++ 0 [a > ~1 as K --+ co and so the solutions are not 
continuous in 7 in the jj * l/c;L,,,, norm. This happens because the discon- 
tinuities in X(T) and x(G-~) d o not line up. What is true, however, is that 
f”-p 1 %)(S) - *‘(T)(S)i ds --+ 0 as k -+ co (convergence of the derivatives in 
the usual L, norm). Notice that the solutions ~(7~) also remain bounded in the 
[I * il~-V,nl norm. In the applications one is usually concerned only with 
keeping trajectories of solutions close in R x En and keeping derivatives 
close in the uniform sense is not a major concern. In light of this discussion 
it is natural to seek a topology in which convergence of a sequence is equivalent 
to boundedness of that sequence in the j/ . Ilr-p,til norm and convergence 
of the derivatives in the usual L, norm. The definition of such a topology is 
apparent once the following property of the weak star topology on I%‘:) is 
noted. 
PROPOSITION. A sequence (@I C W@)([ --I, 01, En) ccmmges weak star 
to a point y  E TV?) if and only if the seqzence & bounded in the norm /) * \lr-r;oJ 
and sup,,[-,,,I 1 (p”(0) - rp(0)1 --+ 0 as n -+ 00 for some rp E Wj$. 
The ‘only if’ part follows from the principle of uniform boundedness. 
Suppose II 7Jn II”- [ ,.,ol < K and ~~PG.,~I I si”(@> -- @)i -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
Clearly 9 is absolutely continuous. Also for any IV,,) fun&~ tl, and any 
e > 0 there is a C(l) function 1: such that J> 1 g(0) - c(e) / &3 ( c/2k. A 
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simple integration by parts shows that limn+mD Jr+. [(0)[$~(8) - $(0)] dB = 0. 
Therefore 
Since E was arbitrary we must have limradm SIT $(s)[+n(0) - q(S)] d0 = 0. 
In the above example, the sequence chosen is bounded in the norm 
11 * IjFT,o, and converges to an element of FV$) in the norm 11 91 Ij~-r,o, = 
1 q(-r)/ + J?,. 1 q(S)] do. The above proposition implies that this is equiva- 
lent to convergence in the weak star topology on Wt) as well as convergence 
of the sequence in the norm jj * jl~-r,ol . The corresponding topology is 
generated in a manner analogous to the weak star topology. Given an element 
q of W$) consider the sets B(v; A, a) = (4 E Wg): / jyp. 7j(s)[&s) -q(s)] ds + 
rlWCv+~) - 9wl I -c CX,~ E A (finite subset of Wi”‘) and II # - p /Ii-r,ol < a}. 
This generates a base for the topology. We will refer to this as the wl*- 
topology. 
It turns out that this topology is too coarse for our purposes. We will use 
the bounded wr*-topology (denoted bw, *-topology) which is defined as the 
finest topology which coincides with the w,*-topology on each set 
A, = f# E Wi?: II ti Il~r,oI < f4 w h ere K is arbitrary. A set U is open (closed) 
in the bw,*-topology (denoted bw, *-open (closed)) if and only if Un AB 
is open (closed) in the relative w,*-topology on A, for any K. 
LEMMA. If f: WC1 -+ Wt) and for every sequence {vn} C Wz’ which 
converges in the w, *-topology to an element q~ E WE) we have f (& converging 
in the w,*-topology to f (y) then f is continuous in the bounded WI*-topology. 
Proof. We will prove this by demonstrating that the inverse image of any 
closed set is closed. Accordingly we take an arbitrary closed subset B of 
Wg) (closed in the bounded w,*-topology). Suppose f-l(%) is not closed in 
the bounded w,*-topology on W, II). Thus for some K 3 0 f-l(%) n AI, is not 
closed in the relative w,*-topology on A, . This being the case there exists a 
generalized sequence (vB : p E D, a directed set) in f-l(%) n A, such that 
lim, ~a = v  and v  E A, -f-l(@) n A, . Notice that ~a E A, n f -I(%) 
implies II 733 ll;O-r.a~ N< K for all j3 E D. Choose a sequence of positive real 
numbers E, such that lim B+m eR = 0 and consider the neighborhoods 
B(v; A, e,). Since lim, pti = q~ there is a & such that vP E B(v; A, 6%) for 
each 1~. Hence II ‘ps, - P llt-r,al + 0 as n -+ co and s&e jl ‘ps, $‘L,.,a, is 
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uniformly bounded we have QQ~ converging to q.~ in the w,*-topology. The 
hypothesis of the theorem then implies that f(va,) approaches f(v) in the 
wr*-topology and since % is closed we must have 40 of-I(@!) n A, . This is a 
contradiction and so f-l(%) must be closed. 
Notice that the solutions to (2.1) are continuous in 7 with respect to the 
bounded w,*-topology on Wg). 
III. APPLICATIONS 
To avoid difficulty with the continuation of solutions we start with a 
simple example. 
w = f(4 4gw w4tN almost everywhere (3.1) 
Whereg(t) E [t - r, t) is continuous and h(t) E [t - r, t) is Co), h(t) >, E > 0 
for all t. We also assume that f is a C (l) function. We will address ourselves 
only to the problem of continuous dependence with respect to the initial 
conditions (u, 9). Continuity with respect to the parameters f, g and h is a 
straightforward extension. Suppose the solution to (3.1) through (a,, , ~a) 
is continuable on [u,, , o0 + a]. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
((I~, y,J = (0,O) and f(t, 0,O) = 0 for t E [0, a]. For t E [--I, a +- l] there 
is an 01 E (0, min(r, 1)) such that t - g(t) > ot and f - h(t) > 01. 
We must show there is a neighborhood N1 of u,, and a bw,*-neighborhood 
Nz of 0 such that (a, ~JI) E N1 x Na implies the solution to (3.1), x(a, v){)(t), 
through (0,~) exists on [a, g + u] and the solution operator, X(0, y)(s) = 
X&U, cp), is defined on Nr x Na for all s E [0, u] and is continuous at (0,O). 
Since the trajectory through (0,O) is bq* -compact, it is sufficient to show that 
for any T E [0, a] there is an a* > 0 such that the solution operator is 
bW1*-CmitinUOUS at (T,o) for SE[T,T + a*]. 
Given 7 E [0, a] let ofi and vlc be arbitrary sequences such that Gk --+ T  
andp,-+Ointhebw, *-topology. By the previous section there is a constant 
L > 0 such that 11 vrc &‘-,,a, <L and 11 vk $-r,o, < 1, for all K. Let a* = cz 
(as above). Since f is C(l), it is uniformly Lipschitzian in its three variables 
andboundedontheseti(E,x,y):tE[-l,a+l],j3i:j~L,jyl,(L).Let 
K be the Lipschitz constant and M the upper bound. The solution to (3.1) 
through (ok:, & for any K is 
= 940) + J-:*-i (5 dd4 - %),9%@) - "La & tE[%,%+~*], 
and so existence of the solutions is no problem. 
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We also have that for s E [O, a*] 
and 
+ s” I.?+ + uk + 6 qk(& + u,c + 0) - uk), +k(+ + Ok + e, -“k))lde 
--8 
d /I ?k /It-~.01 + M 1” [ii P)k kr,ol + 1 + @b + Ok + ‘8 - uk)ll de 
--s 
< (1 + MS) II ~‘a If---T,ol + $ j-” l9;,(0 de 
--s 
f (1 + Ma* + $) 11 P)k IIt-P,OI for all k 
Thus X(u, , v&S) -+ 0 in the bw, *-topology uniformly for all s E [0, a*]. 
Since the sequence (Us , vk) was arbitrary, the results of the previous section 
imply that X(u, p))(s) is bzu,*- continuous in (a, v) at (T, 0) and the continuity 
is uniform for s E [0, a*]. Continuity of X(7,0)(s) in the variable s is immediate 
and so the solution operator is jointly continuous in its three variables. 
Suppose that we consider Eq. (3.1) with the relaxed condition g(t) < t 
for all t. Again suppose that the solution through (u, y), ~(a, p)(t), is continu- 
able on [u, u + u]. The inequality k(t) - t < 0 for all t implies that there is an 
a E (0, 1) such that h(t) - t < --01 < 0 for all t E [u - 1, u + a + 11. We 
will prove that for any 7 E [u, u + a] the solution operator of (3.1), 
X(u’, p’)(s) = x,*+s(u’, 9’) is bw,*- continuous at (7, x(u, T)(T)) uniformly in 
s E [O, a]. Using a simple transformation of coordinates we may assume 
(T, x(u, F)(T)) = (0, 0) andf(t, 0, 0) = 0 for t E r-1, 01+ 11. 
First define the operator T by 
T(rl; us d(t) = 
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whereq, = 0 and@(t) = ~(0) fort E [0, a]. Also 9 E: W$)(f-r, a], E”), r. = 0. 
Notice that if T is a solution to q = T(r ; a, y) then xd = Q-* + qt.-w is a solution 
to (3.1) trough (0,~). We will therefore work with Fred points of the 
operator T. 
Pm$ Take any M > 0. Sincefis a C (1) function it is uniformly bounded 
and uniformly Lipschitzian on the set f-l, a + l] x fx E E”: 1 x 1 < I) X 
(x E E? 1 x 1 < Ml. Let L* be the uniform Lipschitz constant and k$ the 
uniform bound. Choose 01’ E (0, 1) such that IX’&& < l/2 and a%* < E*. Let 
Then for a E (-1, z], 9 E NX and q EJz we have 
and since L*d < E*, T is a contraction on Q with contraction constant 
independent of (a, p;). Since B is complete with respect to the 11 * !lt,,,l 
topology there is a unique fixed point of T in 9. Call this fixed point pl(o, (p). 
As in the previous example, it can be shown that for any E > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that 11 T(0; I, 9’)lfa,,l <~for~~~-~~,/lrpj!~-~,~~<6and~~1-~,~]. 
A simple calculation shows that jj T(T, ‘p)\&,,,I < ~/[l - I;*ol’] and the proof 
of the technical lemma is complete. 
Now let Q -+ 0 and 9% x& 0. The results of the previous section imply 
the existence of a constant L > 0 such that jj ‘p \$?!,a, < L. Sincef is Co) it is 
bounded by some constant M* on 
[-&a-/-l] x(~EE?a:/xi~lI)Xfxe~~:IXi~,(l). 
The technical lemma implies the existence of an a’ E (0, I), .i%& > 0 and 
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6 > 0, corresponding to M = Mx + 1, with the stated properites. We must 
show that for any E E (0, 1) there is a K > 0 such that for k > K we have 
II xc% 9 %)(4l~-r.0, < E f or all s E [0, a]. This inequality automatically 
implies that 11 X(u, , rp~c)(~)[l~-~,,, < M for k > K, s E [0, a]. 
Suppose we are given an arbitrary E E (0, 1). The technical lemma implies 
the existence of an integer Kr = K1( E such that for all s E [O, 01’1 and k > Kl )
we have X(U, , F*)(S) defined and I] X(ok , &(~)$-~,a, < E. If 0~’ > 01 
we’re finished. If ot’ < a we note that the technical lemma implies 
II X(% > 9?&4l~4,,, -+ 0 as k -+ co. It is easily verified that 
Letting (ok 4 a’, X(uk , ~k)(4> = (Q , A) we may again apply the technical 
lemma (with the same constants ai’, M2 and 8) to assert that there is an integer 
Ka 2 Kr such that for s E [0, a’] and k > K, , X(7,, &J(s) is defined and 
II X6-k , hJ(~)ll~-,,o~ -=c E. But Xkg , $d4 = Xh , wJ(s + 4 for s E P, a’1 
ad hence II Xh , d(411~-.oI < E f or all s E [0, 24. We may repeat this argu- 
ment a finite number of times to obtain the desired result. 
Thus far we have shown that the solution operation is bw,*-continuous at 
the point (T, %,(a, q)) uniformly in s E [0, a]. This was for an arbitrary 
7 E [u, u + a]. Since the composition of continuous maps is continuous we 
can assert that the solution operator X(u), v’)(s) is beu,*-continuous at 
(u, 9) uniformly for s E [O, a]. The solution X(u, v)(s) is clearly bwr*-con- 
tinuous with respect to s and so the solution operator is jointly continuous 
in its three variables. 
Note. The above arguments are all valid for the more general problem 
$9 = f(t, 4&>>,**., 4g&>), ~(h1W,.*-, 4&c(t))), 
where again f is C’(l) and each of the gi’s and hi’s satisfy the same type of 
conditions as the g and h above. 
As one might well imagine the analysis could easily get out of hand for 
anything but the simplest type of problem such as the example given. 
Notice that the most painful part of the preceding analysis was in proving 
the local wl* -convergence preserving property of the solution operator 
(the contraction mapping principle was used for this) and then in proving 
that for large enough k solutions can be extended for at least a time units and 
they preserve wr*- convergence over the entire interval. Given any nonlinear 
neutral functional differential equation we must face these same problems. 
Therefore, it is natural to ask if this part of the analysis can be carried out for 
a general class of neutral equations. The answer to this question is yes. In a 
future paper, continuous dependence theorems will be proved in a very 
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general setting. With these theorems the above problem will be seen to reduce 
to one of verifying that for some ar > 0 the operator T in (3.2) is baa,*- 
continuous in all its variables-an extremely easy problem. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have introduced a new topological space and proved some special 
continuity results for a particular class of neutral functional differential 
equations. It should be noted that the results in this paper are also true when 
the norm II . ll~-r,sl is replaced by jl * [\r-r,el defined by 
This generates a different topology which we refer to as the bounded 
w,*-topology. This generalization turns out to be particularly useful in 
obtaining continuous dependence with respect to parameters. 
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